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I am trying to install SAS Enterprise Guide 4.2 on Windows 7. I get an error message that I have to uninstall an older version of SAS because it is incompatible. I did this and I now get an error that the "maintenance update for SAS is incompatible with the previous version" and that I need to uninstall. I went back and forth on what to do and finally chose
to try again and now get a different set of errors. I have two disks that had SAS on them. When I go to uninstall one of those I get an error saying I need to remove the Windows installation. How should I handle this? It's incredibly frustrating that SAS is only giving you the option to download the newest version. If SAS 9.1.3 was the version I used to install

it on my Win XP machine I could never download the latest version. I would have to use the archived version to be able to update the old version. Very inconvenient. If they could not offer multiple versions and just keep updating versions of their software or something, that would be great. Thanks for the solution, though. Hi there! I'm currently
attempting to update a Windows 98 machine to Windows XP SP3 (on a network drive). I've been unable to do the update so far; it gets to the end of the installation (into 'Ready to install') but then says "Setup cannot start the file sas.com/sassw_9.1.3.zip." This happens to all of the folders it reaches. The same thing happens if I try to delete the folder and

try again, or if I try to delete the file. I've been at this problem for two days now (and have tried going to several different computers around campus) and am hoping there is a solution that doesn't involve reinstalling...
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i was able to install most of the components and the wizard went through most of the steps, but when i received the message “attention:
you are ready to install sas integrated data administrator v.9.1.3, about to begin,” i got the following message: “sas integrated data

administrator installation of this product has been aborted. the error was: cannot register non-windows 2000 app on windows 2000 i tried
to follow the instructions from this guide ( everything seems to be ready for the deployment wizard in the step 2. when i click continue on
that step, i'm returned to the start screen. the screen after that appears as the one in the picture. i tried it on a few different computers
and the same result is happening. do you have any idea why this is happening? although the packaged in-box version of sas 9.2 is only
available for the windows vista and above platforms, microsoft has released the sas war file that is required to install the software for

windows xp and below. i was trying to setup sas 9.2 on my laptop (windows 7) with windows as the default os. i downloaded the ready to
install files from the official sas site. when i tried to run the “sas-9.2-en-eg.exe”, i encountered the following error. what can be done to

resolve this problem? windows isn't supported by this software. are you sure you want to proceed? hello. i have downloaded sas 9.2. i am
running windows 7. when i click the setup.exe, i get the following message: “this application is not compatible with windows 7.” any

suggestions would be appreciated. 5ec8ef588b
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